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In order to model prominent failure modes experienced by multi-layered composites, a fine through-
thickness discretisation is needed. If the structure also has large in-plane dimensions, the computational
cost of the model becomes large. In light of this, we propose an adaptive isogeometric continuum shell
element for the analysis of multi-layered structures. The key is a flexible and efficient method for control-
ling the continuity of the out-of-plane approximation, such that fine detail is only applied in areas of the
structure where it is required. We demonstrate how so-called knot insertion can be utilised to automatise
an adaptive refinement of the shell model at arbitrary interfaces, thereby making it possible to model
multiple initiation and growth of delaminations. Furthermore, we also demonstrate that the higher-
order continuity of the spline-based approximations allows for an accurate recovery of transverse stres-
ses on the element level, even for doubly-curved laminates under general load. With this stress recovery
method, critical areas of the simulated structures can be identified, and new refinements (cracks) can be
introduced accordingly. In a concluding numerical example of a cantilever beam with two initial cracks,
we demonstrate that the results obtained with the adaptive isogeometric shell element show good cor-
relation with experimental data.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Multi-layered composite structures, such as thin-walled fibre-
reinforced laminates, exhibit many types of complex failure
modes. Most of the underlying non-linear damage mechanisms
are driven by a multi-axial stress state. Thus, for an accurate com-
ponent design against damage initiation, it is crucial to be able to
predict the complete three-dimensional stress state in an efficient
manner.

Accordingly, much research has been conducted on stress pre-
dictions in laminated composites. Classical shell or plate theory,
which utilises first order shear deformation theories, do not
include the level of discretisation required to accurately predict
the full stress state. As such, many researcher have developed the-
ories with higher order approximation of the through-thickness
displacement field to resolve this issue. These higher order theories
have shown to yield good stress predictions, see e.g. Carrera [1] for
a review of so-called Zig-Zag theories, Reddy [2] for higher order
theories in laminated composites, and Carrera et al. [3] for the uni-
fication of higher order theories.
Furthermore, to also allow the simulation-driven design of a
damage-tolerant component, the numerical models used must be
capable of accurately capturing the interplay between several pro-
gressive failure modes. For many applications, this interplay of
modes is strongly affected by the amount of delamination, see
e.g. [4] for crash applications, making efficient and accurate mod-
elling of delamination growth a necessity.

In industry, however, requirements on accurate 3D stress pre-
dictions and delamination growth capabilities are often in compe-
tition with a high demand for short simulation times (to allow for
many design iterations). Thus, industry models are often discre-
tised with an equivalent single layer (ESL) of shell elements, with
or without plane stress assumptions, that incorporate the layered
structure through a layered integration scheme and that adopts
simplified kinematical assumptions for the through-thickness
deformation. Thereby, such models lack both the capability for
an accurate stress prediction [5,6] and the capability to model
growth of delaminations.

In situations where progressive failure must be accounted for,
ESL models are simply insufficient. Instead, models with a layer-
wise (LW) discretisation are often proposed. In such models, some
or (more commonly) all of the individual composite layers are
resolved by one or more continuum or continuum shell elements,
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e.g. [7–12], respectively. The fine through-thickness discretisation
results in an accurate prediction of the complete stress state, and
allows for the modelling delamination growth e.g. through (adap-
tive) introduction of cohesive elements [13,14] or through the Vir-
tual Crack Closing Technique [15,16]. Unfortunately, LW models
are computationally heavy and infeasible for industrial component
analysis.

An approach that combines the advantages of ESL and LW mod-
els is to make the through-thickness kinematics adaptive. Several
different, but related approaches have already been proposed, see
for example [17–22] to name a few. The key idea is to initialise
the model with only ESL based elements, and then to refine the
model in the areas where large deformations and/or stresses are
detected. In this way, the model can remain largely efficient by
only using detailed LW discretisation where it is needed.

Further gain can be obtained by developing an adaptive shell
model based on Isogeometric Analysis (IGA), primarily for two rea-
sons. Firstly, as demonstrated by several authors, the higher order
continuity of the spline functions associated with IGA produce
good results when used in shell and continuum-shell formulations
[23,24]. As shown by [22,25], although for planar laminates only,
the higher-order continuity also allows for an accurate element-
wise recovery of transverse stresses. Secondly, Hosseini et al. [24]
demonstrated that the so-called knot-insertion technique provides
a flexible and straightforward approach of controlling the discreti-
sation level in the through-thickness direction in a continuum-
shell. This was further extended for planar laminates in Adams
et al. [22], by introducing an automatic refinement of the
through-thickness kinematics during simulation, thereby creating
a fully adaptive model for single delamination growth. This makes
it possible to mimic both the ESL and LW modelling approaches
within one single shell implementation.

In the current paper, we propose a shell modelling approach,
similar to Adams et al. [22], but with the additional capabilities
to i) accurately recover through-thickness stresses for arbitrarily
curved laminates and ii) adaptively model the initiation and growth
of arbitrarily many delamination cracks. As a result, the proposed
element is more applicable to industrial composite structures with
complex shapes, and where many delaminations may occur
through the thickness.

The paper is outlined as follows. Section 2 presents the shell
kinematics used for the formulation of the shell. Next, Section 3
includes the extended formulation of through-thickness discretisa-
tion on which the adaptive shell element is based. In Section 4 we
then present relevant implementation details, followed by the
details of the stress recovery method for arbitrary shaped geome-
tries in Section 5. In Section 6, we show the capabilities of the ele-
Fig. 1. Kinematics of the continuum shell in the

2

ment in two numerical examples, demonstrating both an accurate
stress recovery procedure and the ability to replicate experimental
results with two growing (and competing) delamination cracks.
Finally, Section 7 ends with some concluding remarks of the find-
ings made in this paper.

2. Shell kinematics

The underlying shell kinematics is based on the work of Hos-
seini et al. [24], whereby only an overview is given here. Consider
the undeformed and deformed configurations of a continuum shell
in Fig. 1, with reference mid-surfaces S0 and S, respectively. Let the
mid-surface of the shell be described using two local curve-linear
coordinates h1 and h2, and let h3 be the unit coordinate in the thick-
ness direction. With these coordinates, the position of a material
point within the shell body in the undeformed configuration can
be expressed as:

X h1; h2; h3ð Þ ¼ X0 h1; h2ð Þ þ h3
t
2
D h1; h2ð Þ; �1 6 h3 6 1 ð1Þ

where X0 is a material point on the mid-surface, t is the thickness of
the shell, and D is a thickness director normal to the midsurface.

The covariant triad for any point within the undeformed shell is
obtained as the partial derivatives of Eq. (1), with respect to the
curvilinear coordinates,

Ga ¼ @X
@ha

¼ Ea þ h3
t
2
D;a with a ¼ 1;2

G3 ¼ t
2
D;

ð2Þ

where Ea and D are a covariant triad defined on the mid-surface of
the shell, as:

Ea ¼ @X0

@ha
with a ¼ 1;2

D ¼ E1 � E2

jjE1 � E2jj ;
ð3Þ

and where the comma subscript �;a denotes partial differentiation
with respect to ha.

The position of a material point in the deformed configuration
x h1; h2; h3ð Þ can be expressed in terms of the undeformed configu-
ration X h1; h2; h3ð Þ and a displacement field u h1; h2; h3ð Þ as:
x h1; h2; h3ð Þ ¼ X h1; h2; h3ð Þ þ u h1; h2; h3ð Þ: ð4Þ
Using the above relation, the covariant triad in the deformed shell
element, gi, can be expressed as:
undeformed and deformed configuration.
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gi ¼
@x
@hi

¼ Gi þ u;i with i ¼ 1;2;3: ð5Þ

The deformation gradient F is expressed as:

F ¼ dx
dX

¼ gi � Gi; ð6Þ

where the contravariant basis Gi are related to the covariant basis

via the metric tensor Gij

Gi ¼ GijGj Gij ¼ fGijg�1 ¼ Gi � Gj: ð7Þ
For future use, the principal curvatures and their orientations on the
surface S are needed. They can be determined from the Weingarten
map [26]

fWabg ¼ fgabg�1fbabg; ð8Þ
defined in terms of the first (gab) and second (bab) fundamental form
of the surface, obtained as

gab ¼ ga � gb; bab ¼ ga � D;b with a; b ¼ 1;2: ð9Þ
The Weingarten map can be represented as a 2 by 2 matrix

fWabg ¼ j11 j12

j21 j22

� �
: ð10Þ

If the curve-linear coordinates h1 and h2 align with the principal
curvature directions, the off diagonal terms j12 and j21 are zero,
and the principal curvatures are directly determined by j11 and
j22. However, if these directions do not coincide, the principal cur-
vatures and their directions can be obtained through an eigenvalue
analysis of fWabg.

3. Spatial discretisation

For a smooth representation of the geometry and the displace-
ment field, we adopt an isogeometric description. In this context,
both the mid-surface and the displacement field is represented
by spline functions. In particular, the displacement field introduced
in Eq. (4) is discretised using a solid-shell discretisation,

uðh1; h2; h3Þ ¼
XNcp

I¼1

NIðh1; h2; h3ÞaI; ð11Þ

where NI are trivariate spline functions, aI is the vector containing
the degrees of freedom at control point I, and Ncp ¼ n�m is the
total number of control points, with n and m being the number of
control points in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions, respec-
tively. These functions are constructed as a combination of bivariate
in-plane spline functions Siðh1; h2Þ, and univariate out-of-plane B-
Spline functions, Hjðh3Þ as:
NI ¼ Siðh1; h2ÞHjðh3Þ
I ¼ iþ ðj� 1Þn
i 2 ½1; . . .n�
j 2 ½1; . . .m�

ð12Þ
Fig. 2. The three configurations considered in this work, denoted lumped, layere
�1;�1;�1;� 1

3 ;� 1
3 ;þ 1

3 ;þ 1
3 ;þ1;þ1;þ1

� �
and c) �1;�1;�1;� 1

3 ;� 1
3 ;þ 1

3 ;þ 1
3 ;þ 1

3 ;þ1;þ1
�

3

The in-plane functions Sðh1; h2Þ can be of the family of spline inter-
polation functions, such as B-Splines, NURBS, T-Splines, etc. In this
paper we adopt NURBS [27], as it is widely supported by CAD soft-
ware and modern mesh generators. The univariate B-spline func-
tions Hjðh3Þ are defined by a knot vector N, containing knot values
ni which represents coordinates in the parameter domain,

N ¼ n1; n2; . . . ; nlþpþ1

� �
; ð13Þ

where l is the number of spline functions, and p is the degree of the
functions. The advantage of the split between the out-of-plane and
in-plane basis functions is that the kinematics through the thick-
ness of the shell can be modified in a flexible manner by inserting
knots in the knot vector N. By introducing multiple knots and
thereby reducing the continuity in the thickness direction down
to C0, strain discontinuities occurring at material interfaces can be
well represented. Furthermore, increasing the multiplicity yet one
more time will introduce C�1 discontinuities, i.e. displacement dis-
continuities, whereby delamination cracks can be described.

Following Adams et al. [22], we consider three basic discretisa-
tion states for the control points in the through-thickness direction
(Hjðh3Þ): lumped, layered and discontinuous. Furthermore, we
extend the method proposed therein by allowing for multiple
delaminations at arbitrary interfaces in the shell. In order to
describe the three states in more detail, consider a shell with three
layers and a second order (p = 2) (out-of-plane) B-Spline represen-
tation, see Fig. 2.

� Lumped
Control points in a lumped state, model the through-thickness
section of a shell as a single element through the thickness.
Thus this element is equivalent to an equivalent-single-layer
model. As such, elements with lumped control points can pre-
dict the in-plane and bending stiffness as well as the in-plane
stress state in an efficient manner, but lacks the capability to
accurately predict the out-of-plane stresses in the shell [25].
For the case of having a quadratic B-spline interpolation Hj,
see Fig. 2a, the knot vector will be N ¼ �1;�1;�1;þ1;þ1;þ1½ �.

� Layered
By inserting multiple co-located knots in the knot
vector (up to order of multiplicity p) at positions correspond-
ing to the ply interface locations, i.e. such that
N ¼ �1;�1;�1;� 1

3 ;� 1
3 ;þ 1

3 ;þ 1
3 ;þ1;þ1;þ1

� �
, a layered repre-

sentation can be constructed. This is equivalent to a so called
layer-wise model, for which a C0 discretisation is obtained
through the thickness. As the kinematics are now refined
through the thickness, to appropriately represent the strain-
discontinuities observed in laminated composites, an element
with control points in this state is able to accurately predict also
the through-thickness stresses.

� Discontinuous
By increasing the knot multiplicity equal to pþ 1, the B-splines
can model discontinuities between the ply interfaces. Further-
more, by simultaneously introducing a cohesive interface
d and discontinuous. The knot vectors, N, are, a) �1;�1;�1;þ1;þ1;þ1½ � b)
;þ1

�
.
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relation at this discontinuity, the configuration is capable of
representing initiating and/or propagating delamination cracks.
For our example in Fig. 2c, a final knot has been inserted at 1

3,
resulting in the knot vector N ¼ �1;�1;�1;� 1

3 ;� 1
3 ;þ 1

3 ;þ 1
3 ;

�
þ 1

3 ;þ1;þ1;þ1�, allowing the top interface to separate.

In addition to the control point states described above, we also
introduce the notion of element states. For example, if all the con-
trol points in an element are of the layered state, then the element
state is also considered to be layered. Note, however, that an ele-
ment can be supported by a mixture of the control points states
presented above. This is a result from the fact that the control
points in Isogeometric elements have support over multiple ele-
ments (depending on the degree of the shape-functions). In such
cases, we denote the element state as mixed. One effect that
extended control point support brings is that displacement discon-
tinuities in discontinuous elements are extended into these mixed
elements as well. Interested readers are referred to [22] for a more
in-depth discussion on how this state can be handled in the
numerical implementation.

4. Adaptive refinement to represent multiple delaminations

In the previous section we showed how the proposed discretisa-
tion of the kinematical states can be used to represent multiple
delaminations. In the following sections, we discuss relevant issues
that arise when implementing such a formulation into an adaptive
simulation scheme. We start by suggesting a method for when to
refine the element state in critical areas. Next, we also explain
how the new degrees of freedom that are introduced in a refine-
ment step are initialised correctly.

4.1. Refinement criterion

For a modelling approach that adaptively represents delamina-
tion, it is important to ensure that, i) new delaminations can form
in previously undamaged areas and ii) already existing cracks are
able to propagate. In the sections below, we propose separate
methods that address these points.

4.1.1. Initiation criterion
In order to determine when to initiate new delamination zones

(by refining the kinematics and inserting cohesive elements), a cri-
terion based on the stress state of the shell is used. We choose to
adapt a quadratic failure criterion proposed by Ochoa and Engblom
[28]. It is based on the tensile transverse normal and the shear
stress resultant:

f I ¼
hr33i2þ
r2

fn

þ r2
13 þ r2

23

r2
fs

P r2I ; 0 < rI < 1 ð14Þ

where h�iþ denotes the positive Macaulay brackets, and where rfn

and rfs are, respectively, the interlaminar normal (tensile) and
shear strength. The criterion is fulfilled when it reaches a certain
threshold, specified by the parameter rI. We recommend to set rI
to be less than one, otherwise the newly inserted cohesive zone
might enter a damaged state immediately, which can lead to con-
vergence issues.

Remark. It is important to note that the accuracy of the pre-
dicted transverse stress components will depend on the kinemati-
cal state of the shell element. If the element state is in a layered
state, this kinematical representation yields sufficiently accurate
stress predictions to be used in the failure criterion. On the other
hand, if the element is in a lumped state, the transverse stresses
computed from the element kinematics and the constitutive rela-
tion are in general not very accurate. As a remedy, we propose to
4

adopt a stress recovery technique to compute these transverse
stress components with a much higher accuracy, similarly to
Främby et al. [21]. Further details of this recovery technique is
given in Section 5, where we also show that this recovery can be
made efficiently on a single element level, and provides accurate
results for doubly curved surfaces under general loads.

4.1.2. Expansion criterion
In order to correctly model the propagation of delaminations, it

is important that the cohesive zone is large enough to properly
capture the kinematics and traction profile in front of the crack.
We can ensure this by enforcing that a number of control points
in the neighbourhood of the crack tip are in a discontinuous state.
This also allows the delamination to propagate uninterruptedly,
and to not get stuck in areas that are unable to represent separa-
tion between the interfaces (i.e areas with lumped or layered con-
trol point states).

We choose to adopt an expansion criterion proposed by Främby
et al. [21], which is based on the damage variable of the cohesive
zones. After each converged time step, the damage variable in all
cohesive elements are checked to see if they exceeds a threshold
parameter. The criterion can be formulated in a simple equation,

f p ¼ 1 if d > rp ð15Þ
where f p is the damage criterion, d is the damage variable of the
cohesive zone model, and rp is the threshold parameter. When
the damage variable for a quadrature point within a cohesive zone
element fulfills the above requirement, a radial search around the
current element’s control points is performed. Control points that
are within this search radius, and which are not currently repre-
senting interface separation (i.e are in a lumped or layered state),
are then added to the enrichment process. The size of the search
radius, in which new control points should be included, is an input
parameter for the simulation. Appropriate values for the radius can
be determined from the cohesive zone length, which in turn can be
estimated based on the cohesive material properties, see for exam-
ple Turon et al. [29].

4.2. Initialisation of new degrees of freedom

Through-thickness kinematic refinement is performed by
inserting new knots at the interface locations of the knot vector,
as explained in Section 3. This step introduces additional degrees
of freedom through the thickness of the shell, which need to be ini-
tialised. It is also important to note that due to the non-
interpolatory nature of B-Splines, already existing degrees-of-
freedom might need to be recomputed.

The initialisation (and re-initilisation) of degrees of freedom,
can be performed by using a technique similar to the Beziér extrac-
tion technique used in Isogeometric Analysis [30]. The new degrees
of freedom, anew (i.e. the displacements for the out of plane control
points), are computed by,

ai
new ¼ Cai

old; ð16Þ
where C is the Beziér extraction matrix, aold is the degrees of free-
dom before the refinement, and i denotes a planar control points.
This procedure is exemplified in the Fig. 3, where a shell with three
layers and with control points in a lumped configuration, is
enhanced to state where to top interface is discontinuous.

5. Recovery of transverse stress components

To keep the computational cost for the structural model as low
as possible, all elements (except for regions where there might be
pre-existing delaminations or obvious stress concentrations)



Fig. 3. The Beziér extraction operator, C, used for determining new values of degrees of freedom, when an control point is enhanced from Lumped to Discontinuous state (with
one interface crack).
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should initially be in a lumped state. However, due to the low order
discretisation of the out-of-plane strain components in the lumped
element formulation, the transverse stresses may then be poorly
predicted. The in-plane stresses on the other hand, are nonetheless
accurately predicted by the lumped shell. Therefore, a method
which improves the transverse stress prediction is needed.

One approach which has proven to be effective in this regard, is
the so-called stress recovery approach, see for example Daniel et al.
[6] or Dufour et al. [25]. The key point of this method is to recover
the out-of-plane stresses using the momentum balance equations.
Thereby, more accurate values of the transverse stress components
can be obtained via numerical integration of the in-plane-stresses
and their first and second derivatives.

In this context, IGA brings a significant advantage over the tra-
ditional finite element method, namely the fact that the spline
functions used for the IGA discretisation are higher-order continu-
ous over element boundaries. This results in a smooth stress field
over the entire domain (or patch), which is in contrast to the dis-
continuous stress field at element boundaries generally obtained
when using Lagrange polynomials as approximation functions in
FE. The smoothness of the stress field obtained in IGA thereby
allows for an accurate computation of first and second (depending
on the IGA approximation) order derivatives of the stress field
directly in a single point. This is highly beneficial as it allows the
stress recovery to be conducted element-wise (in any specific loca-
tion). In comparison, traditional FE generally first requires a non-
local (element patch-wise) stress-smoothing operation before the
stress derivatives can be estimated [21].

Many authors have successfully shown the effectiveness of the
stress recovery technique for flat plates, where they base the
method on the momentum balance (or equilibrium) equations
considered in a Cartesian coordinate system. However, directly
transferring this technique to more general shaped geometries,
for example singly or doubly curved shapes, may lead to significant
errors caused by the neglect of the geometric curvature. In order to
get acceptable results for such geometries, the stress recovery
method must either be (i) derived from the momentum balance
(or equilibrium) equations expressed in a curve-linear coordinate
system (see e.g. Daniel et al. [6]), or (ii) applied in a local Cartesian
coordinate system, as recently demonstrated by Patton et al. [31].
In this work, we choose to investigate and develop the latter
approach due to interesting advantages obtained by using an
IGA-framework. The utilization of splines as a basis for the geomet-
rical representation means that the curvature of the shell is well
defined in the entire domain/patch. This is normally not the case
in standard FE-elements, where often a piece-wise linear approxi-
mation of the geometry is assumed (even for higher order
elements).
Fig. 4. A shell with two curve-linear coordinate systems. Note that the orthogonal
curve-linear coordinates (n1; n2; z) are not necessarily aligned with the coordinates
(h1; h2; h3) introduced in Section 2.
5.1. Stress recovery in curved shells

Consider a curve-linear coordinate system oriented according to
the principal curvature directions n1; n2; zð Þ, see Fig. 4 (note that the
n1 and n2 does not necessarily align with the coordinates h1 and h2
introduced in Section 2). The equations governing the equilibrium
5

of a stressed body (with body and inertia forces neglected) are
given as [32],

X3
j¼1

h1h2h3hi

hj
rij

� �
;j

�
X3
j¼1

h1h2h3hj;i

hj
rjj ¼ 0; ð17Þ

where rij are the Cauchy stress components, hi are functions of
position in the curve-linear coordinate system, and �;i denotes
derivative with respect to ni. In the framework for shells by Reddy
[2], these can be expressed as

h1 ¼ a1k1; h2 ¼ a2k2; h3 ¼ 1: ð18Þ
Here, ki and the scale factors ai are defined as:

ki ¼ 1þ jiz aa ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�ga � �ga

p
with a ¼ 1;2; ð19Þ

where ji are the principal curvatures ji, see Eq. (8).
In Eq. (19), �ga are the tangent vectors of the mid-surface in the

direction of n1 and n2,

�ga ¼ @x0

@ni
; ð20Þ

where x0 is the mid-surface in the deformed configuration. The gov-
erning equation in Eq. (17) are integrated over the thickness of the
shell in order to obtain expressions for the transverse stresses as [6]

r13 ¼� 1
k21k2

Z z

�t=2

k1k2
a1

r11;1þk21
a2
r12;2þk21a2;1

a1a2
r11 �r22ð Þþ2k1k2a1;2

a1a2
r12

 !
dz

þ C1

k21k2
; ð21Þ



1 The example has been slightly modified in regards to how the load is applied, in
order for easier implementation in non-commercial FE-codes.
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r23 ¼� 1
k1k

2
2

Z z

�t=2

k1k2
a2

r22;2þk22
a1
r12;1þk22a1;2

a1a2
r22 �r11ð Þþ2k1k2a2;1

a1a2
r12

 !
dz

þ C2

k1k
2
2

; ð22Þ

r33 ¼� 1
k1k2

Z z

�t=2

k2
a1
r13;1þ k1

a2
r23;2�j1k2r11�j2k1r22

�

þk1a2;1

a1a2
r12þk2a1;2

a1a2
r23

�
dzþ C3

k1k2
; ð23Þ

where (again) t is the thickness of the laminate, and C1;C2 and C3

are constants arising from the integration. These constants are
determined from the traction conditions on the top and bottom
surface.

Following the argumentation of Daniel et al. [6], we propose a
modified version of the equation for r33. First, it is assumed that
the derivatives of the transverse shear stresses can be omitted
since they often have a negligible effect on the final stress values.
Secondly, in order to fulfill the boundary conditions for r33 on
the top and bottom surfaces, an additional linear term is added
to Eq. (24). With these two modifications, the simplified version
of Eq. (24) becomes

r33 ¼ 1
k1k2

Z z

�t=2
j1k2r11 þ j2k1r22 � k1a2;1

a1a2
r12 � k2a1;2

a1a2
r23

� �
dz

þ C3 þ zC4

k1k2
; ð24Þ

where C4 is a constant accounting for the linear term.
In the remainder of this work, the coordinates h1 and h2 (intro-

duced in Section 1 for describing the mid-surface of the geometry),
are assumed to be aligned with n1 and n2 (principal curvature coor-
dinates). This can be achieved through a careful construction of the
geometrical representation of the mid-surface. A consequence of
this is that no transformation is required between the two coordi-
nate systems.

5.2. Derivatives of the stresses

There are multiple options for determining the spatial deriva-
tives of the in-plane stresses in Eqs. (21) and (22). Firstly, one
can obtain the stress gradients by differentiating the constitutive
equations directly as

r ¼ f ðeÞ ) r;a ¼ @f ðeÞ
@na

; ð25Þ

where f ðeÞ represents the constitutive relation and e represents the
strain. This approach has the benefit of returning the exact stress
gradients. The drawback however, is that an expression for the ana-
lytical form of the derivatives has to be derived for each unique
material model that is used. Although tools such as automatic dif-
ferentiation could be used, we have instead decided for another
strategy.

Since the stress tensor is computed and stored for each quadra-
ture point during the integration of the internal forces, we propose
to use this pre-computed information to find an approximation of
the stress gradients. This can be achieved by fitting a Lagrange
polynomial to the quadrature points, which in turn can be used
to interpolate the stress values as

r ¼
Xn
I¼1

MIðn1; n2Þr̂I; ð26Þ

where MI are the Lagrange basis functions, r̂I are the stresses at the
quadrature points, and n are number of quadrature points (and
Lagrange polynomials). The stress gradients can then be obtained
by taking the derivative of the interpolation
6

r;a ¼
Xn
I¼1

@MIðn1; n2Þ
@na

r̂I: ð27Þ

In contrast to the first method, presented in Eq. (25), this second
method is favourable as it directly applies to all constitutive models.
Furthermore, it is computationally efficient since it uses already
computed values. Also, although this method does not allow the
exact computation of stress derivatives, the results shown in the
numerical examples in Section 6 still indicate a good accuracy of
the method.
6. Numerical examples

The capabilities of the adaptive isogeometric shell element are
presented next. First we showcase the effectiveness and generality
of the stress recovery method presented in Section 5. Then, the
shell element is applied to a multi-layered structure, where multi-
ple independent crack growth is present.

6.1. Prediction of transverse stresses in a doubly-curved shell

Inspired by Daniel et al. [6] we consider the doubly curved shell
geometry as shown in Fig. 5. The radii of curvature at the mid-
surface are R1 ¼ 25 mm and R2 ¼ 10 mm, respectively. The bottom
edge of the surface is clamped, while a traction is applied on the
upper edge1. Furthermore, the laminate considered for the shell
has a quasi-isotropic, non-symmetric layup with fibre orientations
0;90;45;�45½ �, where each layer is 0:2 mm thick, and has material
properties according to Table 1.

Two cases for the applied traction are considered. In the first
case, a constant traction is applied in the Z-directions, tz ¼ �r0,
resulting in a pure bending load and subsequent deformation. In
the second case, a twisting mode is considered by applying a ver-
tical traction that varies along the X-direction as tzðxÞ ¼ r0x (see
the figure for the definition of the coordinate axes). This second
load case will naturally introduce a twisting mode of deformation,
for which transverse stresses cannot as easily be recovered well
using classical approaches such as the extended 2D-method [5].

The recovered stresses are evaluated through the thickness in a
point located at the center of both curvatures (see the red point in
Fig. 5). For the first case, with a constant traction applied in the z-
direction, a discretisation with 24 � 16 control points (21 � 13 ele-
ments) and third order in-plane approximation has been used. For
the second case, with an applied twisting moment, it was found
that a finer discretisation and a higher order approximation is
required in order to obtain a converged solution. This is an effect
from the interaction between the complex geometry and the twist-
ing moment, leading to slowly converging stress gradients. As
such, a finer discretisation together with higher order shape func-
tions has been used; 25 � 31 control points (21 � 27 elements) and
fourth order shape functions. For both cases, a second order B-
spline approximation and two quadrature points in the out-of-
plane directions have been used.

To verify the recovered stresses, results will be compared
against a reference solution obtained using elements in a layered
state. A high fidelity discretisation has been used, with 45 � 45
control points (41 � 41 elements) and fourth order shape func-
tions. Note that the reference solution is integrated with standard
Gauss integration, which is why the top and bottom values are not
exactly at z ¼ �h=2.

The results for both load cases (tz ¼ �r0 and tz ¼ r0x) are pre-
sented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In both cases, the recovered



Fig. 5. The doubly-curved geometry considered for stress recovery. The geometrical
properties are R1 ¼ 25 mm, R2 ¼ 10 mm, a1 ¼ 90	;a2 ¼ 95	 .

Table 1
Material parameters used for the stress recovery example.

E1 100 GPa G12 5 GPa m12 0.25
E2 10 GPa G13 5 GPa m13 0.25
E3 10 GPa G23 5 GPa m23 0.25
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stress components show good agreement with the reference solu-
tion. Furthermore, the stresses on the top and bottom surfaces
show good agreement with the traction free boundary conditions.
Fig. 6. Transverse stresses obtained at the mid-point of the doubly cu
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It can be concluded that the stress recovery greatly improves the
prediction of the out-of-plane stress components, which therefore
can be used for an accurate evaluation of the failure criterion Eq.
(14).
6.2. Adaptive modelling of the growth of two delamination cracks

In the next example, we model a composite structure with two
competing delaminations, in order to demonstrate the adaptive
capabilities of the shell. For this purpose, we consider a multiple
end-loaded-split specimen that previously has been analysed both
experimentally and numerically by Yasaee et al. [33]. The load case
has been designed such that unstable and independent crack prop-
agation of two different cracks is obtained.

Fig. 8 shows the geometrical setup and boundary conditions for
the problem. The length, width and thickness of the beam are
L ¼ 115 mm, W ¼ 20 mm and H ¼ 8 mm, respectively. Further-
more, two initial delamination cracks have been introduced at
z ¼ 2 mm and z ¼ 6 mm, having initial lengths of 32 mm and
54 mm, respectively. Following Yasaee et al., the boundary at
x ¼ 0 mm is fixed in the Y- and Z-directions, while the top edge
at x ¼ 115 mm is constrained in the X-direction. Furthermore, at
x ¼ 10 mm, the bottom side is constrained in the Z-direction. This
setup of the displacement boundary conditions is used to emulate
the compliance obtained from the experimental testing. Finally, a
force is applied on the top edge of at x ¼ 115 mm.

The test specimen is made from an IM7/8552 unidirectional
prepreg [34], stacked in a quasi-isotropic sequence of
0=� 45=90=45ð Þ2s== 0=� 45=90=45ð Þ2s

� �
2== 0=� 45=90=45ð Þ2s (64

layers in total), where each laminae has a thickness of 0:125 mm
(note that the == indicate the layers where the initial cracks are
located). Following Yasaee et al., the elastic in-plane behaviour of
rved geometry, in the case of an applied force in the Z-direction.



Fig. 7. Transverse stresses obtained at the mid-point of the doubly curved geometry, in the case of an applied twisting force.

Fig. 8. The numerical example with multiple end-load-split.
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the sublaminate stacking sequence 0;�45;90;45ð Þ2s has been
homogenised into equivalent quasi-isotropic elastic properties,
summarised in Table 2. This promotes efficiency and allows for
only four equivalent (sublaminate) layers to be modelled.

Furthermore, in the specimens used for the experiments, a 13
lm thick PTFE release films were placed at the ply interfaces where
the initial cracks are located. This was made in order to prevent
any out-of-plane crack migration during growth. To simulate the
degradation of these interfaces, an exponential cohesive law from
[35] is used in this work. The fracture toughness in mode I and
mode II are directly taken from [33] as GIC = 211 J/m2 and GIIC =
1,050 J/m2, respectively. In order to reduce the element size
required to capture the traction profile in front of the crack tip,
the ultimate tractions in mode I and mode II are halved compared
to the values reported in the same paper, thus herein set to rI;max =
30 MPa and rII;max = 45MPa, respectively. This assumption does not
Table 2
Effective in-plane properties (IM7/8552) (0/ �45/ 90/ 45).

E1 61.65 GPa G12 23.37 GPa m12 0.3187
E2 61.65 GPa G13 4.55 GPa m13 0.3161
E3 13.61 GPa G23 4.55 GPa m23 0.3161
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affect the results noticeably, since the crack propagation is mainly
affected by the energy release rate of the cohesive zone.

The beam is herein modeled with second order B-splines in
both in-plane and out-of-plane directions. In order to sufficiently
resolve the cohesive zone, 117 control points (115 elements) are
used along the beam. Furthermore, the results will be compared
with an non-adaptive model, with pre-defined interface elements
along the specimen. The adaptive model will initially have 8,235
degrees of freedom, as opposed to 11,403 degrees of freedom for
the non-adaptive model.) The 10 left-most elements (close to the
boundary condition) are fixed to the layered configuration. This is
to accommodate for the compliance in the boundary condition in
the experimental setup. The remaining elements are initialized
either in a lumped configuration or a discontinuous configuration,
the latter in a region where the initial cracks are present. For the
refinement criteria presented in Section 4.1, we set rp ¼ 0:01 (rI
is not required in this example). Finally, since the crack growth is
unstable and causes snap-back behaviour, the problem is solved
using an arc-length solver with dissipation control [36].

The resulting force–displacement curve obtained with the
adaptive isogeometric shell model is shown in Fig. 9, together with
the corresponding curves from a non-adaptive shell model and
from the experiments conducted by Yasaee et al. As can be
observed, the resulting force–displacement curves from the adap-
tive and the non-adaptive simulations show good agreement with
each other. Compared to the experimental curve, the adaptive and
non-adaptive models predict the maximum peak loads accurately
(4% error for first force drop, and 2% error for the second force
drop).

In Fig. 10, the element configuration and the interface damage is
shown for four different time instants through the adaptive analy-
sis. At the first time step, the initial cracks are represented with
discontinuous elements with a fully damaged interface. In subse-



Fig. 9. Comparison between force–displacement response for the adaptive model, non-adaptive model, and experiment.

Element configuration Interface damage

1

2

3

4

Fig. 10. The deformed cantilever beam at specific times of the simulations. Left: Element configuration (blue is lumped, green is layered, and red is discontinuous). Right:
Interface damage parameter.
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quent time steps, the elements are enhanced in order to allow for
crack propagation in the top interface. The elements are however
not enhanced for the lower crack, since no crack propagation is
expected here. When the upper crack has reached the fixed end
(time instant no 3), the loading on the second interface increases
until the lower crack starts to propagate, whereby the elements
are additionally refined with a second displacement discontinuity.

When comparing the efficiency gain between the adaptive and
non-adaptive model, a speed up of 1.4 times is obtained until the
first load drop. If we instead compare computational times all
the way to the second load drop, the speed up is somewhat lower
(1.3 times). The rather small efficiency gain comes from the fact
that the initial cracks span a large part of the beam, meaning that
the adaptive and non-adaptive models have relatively similar
number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, since the adaptive
model is enhanced early in the simulation (due to the upper crack
reaching the constrained boundary), the efficiency gain is even
lower. Note that better efficiency gains would be obtained if the
area with formed cracks are small compared to the rest of struc-
ture, or if a larger number of layers would be included in the
model.
7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we demonstrate that the smoothness of the Isoge-
ometric discretisation enables an efficient recovery of transverse
9

stress components on element level, even for doubly curved shells.
It is shown that this applies also to cases that are not restricted by
cylindrical bending deformation, as is the case e.g. for the so-called
extended 2D method [5,37,38]. The element-wise stress recovery
method thereby allows for improved prediction of transverse stres-
ses, which in turn can be used to predict where new delamination
might initiate.

The adaptive isogeometric continuum element presented in this
work takes advantage of the knot insertion technique from IGA.
Thereby, it allows for simple and flexible enhancement of the kine-
matics in the areas of the model where delaminations initiate and
propagate. The proposed shell enables a straightforward adapta-
tion of the through-thickness discretisation, from an effective (or
lumped) state that is able to accurately predict stiffness and in-
plane stresses, into layer-wise and/or fully delaminated states that
allows for accurate modelling of intra- and/or interlaminar failure.
The capabilities of the adaptive shell element are demonstrated for
the case of a doubly notched multilayered composite specimen
loaded in bending. The numerical results show that the adaptive
element with its extended kinematics is suitable for replicating a
case of competing growth of two delamination cracks. A strong
correlation is seen between the simulated force–displacement
response and the experimentally obtained force–displacement
response reported by Yasaee et al. [33]. It is also shown that the
adaptive approach is accurately reproducing the results obtained
from a shell model with pre-defined cohesive interfaces.
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